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Writing this at the first of February and we still haven’t gotten #1 in the booth.  Should be 

there by the 5th.  We had it printed and ready to go a little over two weeks ago, but the 

weather and illness kept us form getting it their on time—the online PDF version has been up 

for several weeks now.  This one should be in the booth by the last week in February and 

hopefully we will get number three out by the middle of March.   

This months cover is by John Ellis—he had sent it to me for Florida Fandom 2011 and it was 

printed there first—and I though then it would have made a great cover—so I messaged 

John if it was ok to use it for the cover and he said yes and that he might have some more 

older works of art for our use.  John is a producer, director of “B” SF movies. He has also re-

stored the old “Steve Canyon” TV show—  John is the person that introduced me to FAN-

ZINES. I worked with him on the Star Trek Federation of Fans Newsletter.  He showed me 

how to do paste ups (and they were needed in the pre-computer age) and how to put the 

zine together after getting it back from the printer.   

Now if anyone would like to be part of SMFC we would love art, cartoons, reviews—just send 

them to RCC@dragonpalm.com .  Now the only pay you get for being in a fanzine is that your 

worked was published.  As you can see by the price on the front we are not getting rich off of 

doing them. Giving them away free doesn’t bring in much money. You will own your work 

and can use it other places and if we want to reprint it in another zine we would have to 

have your permission to do so. (like I got John’s permission to use this issues cover).   

Hope everyone like the crossword in this issue—we may have others in other issues, we also 

have a program to make search a word puzzles—so they may also appear.  In future issues 

we will be trying out things we have done in issues of FF that were popular in their time and 

some things from our new age zine “Peppermint and Sage”.   Till next month…. 

                                                                                           Rick 



The Shadow had been around since the 1930’s in almost every format you can think of: Pulp 

Magazines, Radio Drama, Movie serials, Movies, Books, Comic Books.  James Patterson gives 

us a new Shadow in this SF Thriller—which opens in the 1930’s and jumps 150 years in the 

future.  One of the premises of the book is that The Shadow had been a real person, who 

with Margo Lane fought crime until they disappeared in 1937—and all the pulps movies ra-

dio show were loosely based on them to the point that he was though to have been a fic-

tional Crime fighter.  The book is about when he  reappears in 2087 and finds one of his old 

nemesis causing problems in the late 21st century .  

Having been a long time fan of The Shadow—I wasn’t  sure how I would like a story were he 

appears in the future. I had read a lot of the books that reprinted the novels that were  in 

the pulp magazines, watched some very bad movies from the 40’s & 50’and what could have 

been a good movie with a little better script in 1994. Plus comics that ranged from great to 

crap.  But so far everything I’ve read by Patterson has been good, so I gave it a try.  So many 

times when someone changes the hero, there is just the change—no reason why—after 

reading this, you know who The Shadow really was and what was “Fiction”.   

It seems this will be a start to a new series.  Looking forward to more. 

Review by Rick Coy 
GOOD 

 

 

BAD 





Old fanzine shows us a little about how Fandom was in the late 20th cen-

tury, but converting them to E-zine is not that easy. Most modern Fan-

zines are done as PDF E-zines. The easiest way would be to take an old 

zine apart and scan it and then put together using a pub program into 

book form and converting to PDF—but most old zines were printed in 

such a way—scans just don’t do it.  Even if you had the original paste 

ups—not good. So you need to do a modern version or edition of the 

zine.  Put a disclaimer in that it’s a newer version, but that all ads and so 

on are from the original .  You will need a good publishing program—

have used MS Publisher, Serif Page Plus, and Serif Affinity Publisher for 

doing this.  Scan all art work that is in the original—if you have the origi-

nal work use it, if not from the pages of the original zine—use a photo 

editing program to clean up the scan.  Next any photos that were in the 

original—again scan the originals if you have them, if not search for simi-

lar ones on the internet.  As a last resort scan from the original zine and 

do some heavy editing.  When redoing try to look at it— “How would I’ve 

done this if I had today tech when I did it originally”.  You will end up with 

a very crisp looking issue that represents the original.  Make sure with 

your disclaimer that you enter the date or at least the year that you did 

the upgrade to it.  The hardest part is the you will need to retype every-

thing.  Depending on your program you can type it on a program like 

word and copy and paste it to the publication or use the word processor 

built into the publishing program.  I am working on doing this with all my 

print issues of Florida Fandom.  I have used Print Shop 23.1, Serif Page 

Plus and now using Serif Affinity Publisher.  Print shop was a great pro-

gram for doing covers and logos, they no longer have one that will run 

well on Windows 10 or 11. Affinity Publisher is a professional level pro-

gram with a hobby level price tag.  



Coy’s Comic Corner has been a staple of Florida Fandom from the begin-

ning—it started as mostly a way of selling comics and transformed into 

me ranting about comics. In this issue we are going to look at some of 

the good and bad of the comics in different eras. So let us start with the 

Golden Age.  PROS: Over 60 pages for ten cents. Introduced some of the 

most famous Superheroes of all time. CONS: Art varied widely from Very 

Bad to excellent—artist like Kirby started in the Golden Age.  Writing 

again varied widely, again from very bad to excellent. Most stories were 

very short and some were serials. Very few book length stories.  Silver 

Age. PROS: Over 40 pages for ten cents. Modern versions of some of the 

Golden Age heroes. The three part novels—meaning the entire book was 

one story.  Most books were between two and three stories.  The art by 

the major companies was Good to excellent and story writing was much 

improved.  Early silver age saw SF writers writing comics under house 

names.  The short story was the thing.  Twenty Five Centers were inter-

esting as they were between 80 and 100 pages—most were annuals 

that contained reprints. CONS: Distribution—many area Marvel was 

very hard to find if at all.  You had to go to several stores to get all of 

that week books.  AFTER THE SILVER AGE: PROS: Comic Book Stores and 

latter special distributors for them.   The independent comic book com-

panies. Better paper. Professional Fanzine made by the comic compa-

nies. Early on mostly book length stories.   The Graphic Novel—higher 

priced novel length stories, all in one book. CONS: High prices . Disap-

pearing short story. Disappearing book length story.  Going to story 

arches that could cover a year or more and then reprinting them in 

Graphic Novel form. Only being sold in Comic book stores and Book 

stores.  The reason I wrapped several ages into one is that the changes  

were slow and crossed different ages.   A sad thing for today comics is 

they make more money with movies and merchandising  than they do 

on books 



The art for this months cover as it 

appeared in Florida Fandom 

2011.  When we use original art 

we like if possible to show it with 

out all the blurbs needed for the 

cover on it. 

We are hoping that future issues our back cover will 

be a piece of art.   This issues back cover is several 

different offices we have used for making our fan-

zines and e-zines over the year.  The one from the 

1980’s is the first time we had a space just for using 

as an office. Up till then the typewriter went on the 

kitchen table.  From then on we have had an office of 

some sort. Sortly after this picture was done we add-

ed a commadore 64 computer and dot matrix printer. 

Dot matrix didn’t work with printing. Went back to 

using typewriter except we could do logos with the 

dot matrix.. 

Once we added our first pc we also had a early ink jet 

printer—you could only load one sheet of paper at a 

time.  

By the time we started Peppermint and Sage ezine 

we had two monitors which makes making a zine 

easier.  We started it in a very small office that you 

might get two people into.  After we moved down 

the street we had our largest office—it’s the one we 

have noted for 2011.  

Our current office is in the corner of our bedroom. 

Since retiring it’s a good place for it since I can watch 

streaming shows from it, work on SMFC or the web-

sites.  We have an all in one laser printer that we can 

print SMFC and scan art work. Also have a wand 

scanner got two Christmas ago.  It’s nice to scan 

something out of a book or from a news paper.  

Hopefully need month we will have a nice piece of 

art on the back cover.  



Office of Florida Fandom in the late 1980’s—electric typewriter (a device used to type letters pre-

computer days) Tools for doing layout and files all over the workbench. At this time all the our office was 

used for was making Florida Fandom. 

Office we used for making FF2011 and our updates.  Needless to 

say with the computer this office was used for a lot more. Also 

all of our Peppermint and Sage were done here. 

This is where we make SMFC.  You will notice this issue is 

on the main screen.  Again this is used for a lot more than 

SMFC. 


